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“Always vote for principle, though you may vote alone, and you may cherish the sweetest reflection that your vote is never lost.”  

– John Quincy Adams 

Dear Parents, 

As you are all well aware, school districts across our State are at a crossroad. Never before, in my memory, has public educa-

tion been under such a confluence of pressures and scrutiny -- financial pressures, tax-cap levy, new teacher and principal assessment 

programs, new national curriculum, standardized pre and post testing of students in every single subject area, numerical grading of 

teachers and principals that are NOT standardized by district or subject, and new proprietary student testing instruments varied 

across districts. Whether one looks at a blog, newspaper article, letter to the editor, or editorial page, the attacks on public education 

are pervasive; the mantra is that every public educator earns too much money and has too costly a pension. Then, to prove the point, 

Newsday highlights the handful of individuals who are clearly overpaid, and others who found loopholes in the pension system.     

These individuals are portrayed as representative of typical teachers and school administrators. They are not.   

 Moreover, it is critical that we remember that education is a service industry. All of our programs are driven by staffing 

needs and costs. Every class needs a first-rate, highly-qualified teacher. Assistant principals handle discipline, ensure the school is 

safe, prepare the master schedule, handle parent complaints, observe classes, and basically ensure that the entire school runs 

smoothly by handling every possible detail or issue that may arise.  Teams need a trained and certified coach. Clubs need a caring 

advisor. The entire building needs to be cleaned and maintained. Secretaries need to answer phones, handle mailings, handle corre-

spondence, provide first level assistance, and ensure that the school runs smoothly. Curriculum Coordinators ensure that our teachers 

are consistent across grades and that the curriculum is aligned across buildings. The guidance counselors, psychologists, and social 

worker ensure that every child’s academic and social-emotional needs are quickly and thoroughly addressed. We cannot stress 

enough that every time we cut a position we lose something; we cannot provide you and your child with the same level of service that 

we did before.  

 We used to have Friday Night Recreation. We used to have computer aides manning the labs to assist students and teachers 

and handle technical issues when they arose. We used to have a full-time librarian. We used to have a library aide. We used to have a 

matron who cleaned the girls’ bathroom and assisted them with private bathroom matters. Our intramural budget is a fraction of 

what it was two years ago. Our number of clubs has been dramatically reduced. We have far less supply money. We used to have an 

audio-visual technician assigned to the building. We then had a half-time AV Technician. We used to have a computer technician 

assigned to the school. Each assistant principal had a secretary, and now they share one. And, the list goes on. All of these positions 

have been eliminated just within the past few years. Whatever you think about the salary and benefits of civil servants, when the 

School Board determines that the community cannot support our programs, we need to make additional reductions.   

 Therefore, however you feel about the upcoming budget, it is important that your voice be heard. If you do not support the 

programs we have, then speak out at a Board Meeting. If you do not wish to see further reductions, then you should also speak out. 

Furthermore, you need to vote your conscience – whichever way it leads you. As public servants of Garden City, we will always do 

the best we can for the children with what you give us! 
 

Sincerely, 

Peter Osroff, Ed.D.  



IMPORTANT REMINDERS 

Spring Concert Schedule 

 Spring is in the air! Our students and faculty have been working hard to prepare 

for the spring concert season.  Below is a schedule of performances. 

Garden City SEPTA Announces Its First  

“Light It Up Blue” Initiative 

 The Garden City Special Education Parent Teacher Association 

(SEPTA) encourages everyone to Light It Up Blue on World Autism 

Awareness Day on  April 2, 2012 to support our children who have disabilities 

Here are ways you can “light it up.” 

Wear your Light It Up Blue  T-shirt designed by the "Art for Disabilities" contest    

winner from Garden City High School. 

Put up blue lights. 

Wear a blue Autism Awareness pin. 

Encourage friends, neighbors, and the community to Light It Up Blue 

Attend the Light It Up Blue Ladies Day Out event at Salon Beyond on April 22  

Concert Date/Location  Performers 

Spring 

Concert 

I 

Monday, April 2 

Garden City High School 

7 PM 

Band 6,7,8 

Late Night Jazz Ensemble 

 

Spring 

Concert 

II 

Thursday, May 10 

Garden City  High School 

7 PM 

Chorus 6,7,8 

Festival Chorus 

Spring 

Concert 

III 

Wednesday, May 23 

Garden City Middle School 

Orchestra, Morning Jazz, Guitar 

7 PM 

Orchestra 6,7,8 

Guitar  

Morning Jazz Ensemble 

MARCH 
 

March 6 

Board of Education Mtg. 

Budget/Work Session 

8:15 PM @HS 

 

March 7 

Middle School PTA Mtg. 

9:30 AM @ MS 

 

March 8-9 

National Spanish Exam 

Ms. Porter’s students 

 

March 12-13  

National Spanish Exam 

Ms. Linardos’  students 

 

March 14 

Parent/Teacher  

Conferences 

9 AM -12 NOON @MS 

 

March 15 

Parent/Teacher  

Conferences 

6:30PM—8:30 PM @MS 

 

March 19-20 

National Spanish Exam 

Ms. Scarola’s students 

 

March 20 

Board of Education Mtg. 

Budget/Regular Meeting 

8:15 PM @HS 

 

March 23 

SEPTA General Meeting  

10:15 AM  

@ GC Public Library 

 

Health History Permission 

Slips Forms Due 

 

March 23-24 

Music Box Players Present 

Cinderella 

7 PM @MS 

Maria Cafaro—Editor 

Concert Etiquette  

 Spring is here and so is the spring concert season! In order to model proper concert 

etiquette for the students, please refrain from the following during concert performances: 

using cell phones, shouting out names of students, using flash photography, eating, drink-

ing, or chewing gum, and talking or leaving the auditorium during the performances. 

Please do not allow young children to run through the aisles during the performances. We 

also ask that you quickly remove children who cry or cannot sit through the performance. 

Please remember that we want the performance conditions to be optimal for our stars on 

stage! We thank you in advance for your cooperation.  



IMPORTANT REMINDERS 

Garden City Teachers’ Association’s (GCTA) 3rd Annual  

 Please join the Garden City Teachers’ Association for the 3rd Annual “GC For A Cure" on Saturday, April 21, 

2012, rain or shine.  The race will begin and end at the Garden City High School.  

 

  5K (3.1 mile) Timed Run/Walk- 9:00 AM – New Course and Timer! 

  1.25 Mile Untimed Fun Walk/Run- 9:15 AM 

Board of Education Budget Meetings and Work Sessions 

 
February 7  Work Session 

February 14  Regular Meeting 

February 28  Work Session 

March 6  Work Session 

March 20  Regular  Meeting 

April 3  Work Session 

April 17  Regular Meeting 

May 8 Public Hearing and Work Session 

May 15 Budget Vote 6 AM—10 PM at the high school 

 All meetings will be held at the high school at 8:15 p.m. 

New York State English Language Arts Assessment  

 Students in grades 6,7,8 will be taking the New York State English Language Arts Assessments on Tuesday, 

April 17, Wednesday, April 18, and Thursday, April 19. Students should be prepared with several sharpened no. 2 pen-

cils on the days the exam is administered.   Make-ups will be given on Friday, April 20, Monday, April 23, and Tuesday 

April 24. 

New York State Math Assessment  

 Students in grades 6,7,8 will be taking the New York State English Math Assessment  on 

Wednesday, April 25, Thursday, April 26, and Friday April 27.  Students should be prepared with 

several sharpened no. 2 pencils on the days the exam is administered.   Make-ups will be given on 

Monday April 30, Tuesday, May 1, and Wednesday May 2. 

ERB Writing Assessment  
 The WrAP is a nonfiction writing assessment program which will be given to our seventh grade students on 

May 8 and 9, 2012. Students will clarify or define various points of view, positions or possible courses of action as viable 

solutions to a problematic situation through supporting facts or arguments. This assessment is used to get a general 

sense of our overall writing program’s effectiveness over multiple years and thus, helps us to target instruction in writ-

ing.  Even though we provide parents with a copy of their own child’s test results, the individual student’s results 

should not be viewed as a valid or reliable measure of his/her performance level as the test was not designed for this 

purpose. 



SPOTLIGHT ON  

The world language department 

Why Your Child Should Study World Languages 

 Language is at the core of human existence. Through language we express the hopes and 

dreams we hold for our families, our State, and our nation. The ability to communicate in a second 

language enables us to know the hopes, dreams and visions of others around the world. The study 

of world languages prepares today's youth for tomorrow's opportunities by supporting basic skills 

instruction, developing cross cultural understanding, and preparing our youth to enter the global 

marketplace. Sequential world language study yields many benefits: 

Listening Skills: World Language study has been shown to enhance listening skills and memory, contributing a 

significant additional dimension to the concept of communication. 

Reading Skills: In the area of language arts, students of second languages are thought to improve their reading 

comprehension in the native language and also score higher in reading achievement. 

Higher Scores: During the past several years, data from the Admissions Testing Program of the College Board defi-

nitely shows a positive correlation between SAT scores and the study of foreign languages: 

Each year of study correlates to increasingly higher scores. No other subject area, when isolated, 

produced these results. 

English and mathematics performance levels of students who have studied a foreign language in 

high school are higher than those of students who have not. 

Detailed studies also suggest that the mental processing skills required in mathematics problems 

are also developed by language processing and vice versa. 

Career Development: This is substantiated by employers in New York State who, when interviewed by the New 

York State Department of Labor, expressed a desire for workers who can communicate in a second language. 

Global Economy: The global economy is a fact of life in the 21st century. Some pertinent figures are listed below: 

One out of every six production jobs in the United States depends on foreign trade. 

One half of the top profit making companies on Fortune Magazines "500" list are foreign owned. 

Four out of five new jobs in the United States are created as a result of foreign trade. 

Twenty million foreigners travel annually to the United States and spend $8 billion. They spend 

nearly $1billion in New York City alone. 

Eighth Grade Spanish Students Perform Live on Stage  

 Eighth grade students in Señora Porter’s Spanish classes worked collaboratively to write 

scripts in Spanish of existing television shows.  The students had an opportunity to rehearse and 

perform their parts live on the auditorium stage on February 14 and 15. This project was part of 

the unit, diversiones culturales (cultural entertainment). 

 On the day of the performance, students arrived to the auditorium dressed in costumes, 

with props and the theme music to their television shows.  All of the performances were video-

taped.  Some of the shows that  the students performed were: i Carly!,  Dora la Exploradora, Phi-

neas y Ferb, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Sports Center, Drake y Josh, Everybody Hates Chris, Victo-

rious, Zach y Cody,  The Big Bang Theory, America’s Next Top Model, Sponge Bob, Monday Night 

Countdown, Man vs. Wild  from the Discovery Channel and the ESPY Awards.  

 All of the students were very excited to be performing on stage in front of their peers.  This was an excellent 

activity for the students to practice their listening comprehension, speaking, reading, and writing skills in Spanish. 



SPOTLIGHT ON  

The world language department 

French Students Visit “Little Chefs” 
 Seventh grade students in Mr. Strauzer’s French class enjoyed a gastro-

nomical field trip to Little Chefs in Port Washington.  Following an introduc-

tion to French cuisine and a safety demonstration, the class was divided into 

stations where they prepared soupe à l’oignon, assorted quiches, pommes frites, 

and chocolate croissants.  Students took ownership of their tasks and paid at-

tention to detail, followed instructions, and did a great job! Their reward at the 

end of their labor was to enjoy what they had created.  Upon returning to class, 

a thank you note was written to the culinary school.  A job “très bien fait.”  They 

anxiously await next year’s visit! 

Poesia in Italiano 

 This semester, students from Mrs. Caruthers and Mrs. Sorace’s seventh and eighth grade Italian classes will be 

participating in a poetry contest sponsored by the American Association of Teachers of Italian (AATI) on March 23, 

2012.  They will be competing against other Long Island middle and high schools.  The students will be required to 

memorize and recite an Italian poem, approximately 12-20 lines in length,  in front of a panel of judges.  The students 

will be judged on poise, intonation, pronunciation, and interpretation.  Students will also be required to explain the 

meaning of the poem in one to two sentences in English.   The judges will deliberate after the recitation and an awards 

ceremony will follow immediately after the competition.  In bocca a lupo a tutti gli studenti! 

Fostering Student Autonomy and Creativity   

 Señora Caruthers assigned a R.A.F.T. project as a means to differentiate instruction for seventh grade Spanish 

students.  This assignment allowed students to understand their role as a writer, the audience for whom they write, the 

format of their work, and the expected content of their writing. It was designed around the shopping unit and incorpo-

rated writing across the content area instruction.  For this assignment, the various topics were provided by the teacher, 

and the students were able to choose which topics would be appealing to them.  The R.A.F.T. assignment allowed for 

autonomy and creativity among the students.  After the students were finished with the assignment, a scoring rubric 

was given for them to evaluate their work.  This success of the assessment was evident in the students’ enthusiasm and 

work. ¡Muy bien clase!  

Global Learning  

 Seventh grade students in Señora Linardos’ classes described where they and others go utilizing the verb ir (to 

go) in Spanish.  They mastered the vocabulary for assorted places of a city (el restaurante, la tienda, el estadio, el parque, el 

museo, el mercado, etc.) and the various modes of transportation. Students formulated verbal as well as written sentence 

structure in the target language to indicate where they and others go and how they reach their destination.   

 Using the Smart Board, along with Panoramic Earth and Google Earth, Señora Linardos was able to give her 

students a view of famous sites of Madrid, Spain. Students were introduced to the world’s oldest restaurant “El Botín” 

and took a virtual tour of this historic locale.  They explored “Museo Nacional del Prado,” Spain’s world famous mu-

seum.  They went on an excursion to the “El Parque del Buen Retiro,”  a magnificent park filled with beautiful sculp-

tures, monuments, galleries and a peaceful lake, and host to a variety of events. In addition, their excursion included 

the historic “Palacio Real de Madrid,”  the Royal Palace of Madrid which was built in 1738. 

 This lesson exemplifies the type of learning that is possible when multiple resources and diverse teaching 

methods are pulled together. Students are immersed in a full, enriching experience that combines mastering the nuts 

and bolts of language through vocabulary and sentence structure with exploring cultural elements through innovative 

excursions that allow for virtual immersion in other societies. Global learning indeed!   



SPOTLIGHT ON  

The world language department 

Celebrating Carnevale  

 On February 17, 2012,  all students from Mrs. Caruthers’ and Mrs. Sorace’s seventh grade Italian classes created 

original masks in celebration of Carnevale. Carnevale comes from the term carne levare, (remove meat). It is a season that 

takes place before Lent and ends on martedì grasso (Shrove Tuesday), the day before Ash Wednesday, when eating meat 

is restricted as a penance while preparing for Easter.  

 At this very moment in Italy celebrations are taking place. For centuries, there have been parades, dances, and 

masquerade balls in Italy to mark the occasion. Children throw coriandoli (confetti) on each other and spray silly string. 

Adults attend lavish costume balls and parade around the Italian town squares in elaborate costumes and masks. Cities 

such as Viareggio have a series of parades with spectacular floats. Venice is probably the most famous and exciting 

place to be at this time of year, as visitors will see many people wander the city dressed up and disguised wearing the 

most beautiful and original masks. Masks, maschere, are an important part of the Carnevale festival and Venice is the 

best city for traditional carnival masks. Carnevale masks are sold year round and can be found in many shops in Venice, 

ranging from cheap masks to elaborate and expensive masks. Walking through the streets of Venice, it's a pleasure to 

view the variety of masks on display in shop windows. People also wear elaborate costumes for the festival and there 

are costume or masquerade balls, both private and public. 

 Mischief and pranks are part of the festivities, which is the reason behind the phrase, A Carnevale ogni scherzo 

vale. (At Carnevale anything goes)!  The students enjoyed wearing their masks and celebrated by having traditional Ital-

ian desserts in class. 

A Spanish Fashion Show  
      Seventh grade students in Mrs. Porter’s Spanish classes recently put on a fashion show.  This activity was the culmi-

nation of their two week study of clothing and colors in Spanish.  Students were told to invent an identity for their 

model and choose an interesting outfit to model for the class. Students were told that in order to make the show 

“lively,” the models should put together hilarious outfits complete with wigs, funny hats, and props. 

 On the day of the fashion show, the students chose appropriate music  and walked down the “runway.”  When 

they were finished, they described the outfit that they were wearing in Spanish to the “audience.”  They were told to 

include the names of the articles of clothing, colors, European sizes, materials, and cost, in Euro, of the articles of cloth-

ing and where this outfit could or should be worn. 

                This was an excellent project for the students to practice their listening comprehension, speaking, reading, and 

writing skills.  The students enjoyed performing in this fashion show and are very anxious to know what their next pro-

ject will be.  Mrs. Porter tries to incorporate a speaking project into her curriculum each quarter so that the students can 

use their knowledge of Spanish in real-life situations and enjoy their study of a foreign language. 

Meeting the Needs of All Student Learners in the Classroom  

 Aligning the district’s goal in meeting the needs of all student learners in the classroom, Mr. Strauzer and Mrs. 

Reilly’s seventh grade Spanish pupils have been taking ownership of their learning process by choosing assignments 

according to their personal interests. As a culminating activity, the students completed a Tic-Tac-Toe Board for descrip-

tive adjectives during the first quarter.  Students, in collaboration with their parents, were asked to select a series of 

three assignments in a vertical, horizontal or diagonal row. These assignments addressed the diverse learning styles of 

the individual.  During the second quarter, our Spanish students learned about clothes and shopping whereby they 

were asked to showcase their newly developed communication skills by completing a R.A.F.T. assignment.   This as-

signment offers student various possibilities in choosing a task which reflects their individual personalities. Some 

choices included writing a letter home to a friend while on a shopping spree, creating a clothing catalogue for a new 

spring or fall line, or constructing a Power Point presentation of a media campaign for a fashion designer. Each student 

had the opportunity to put his or her own special touch on the assignment! 



SPOTLIGHT ON  

The world language department 

Deutsch Lernen ist Wichtig!  Ja Wohl!  

 Deutsch lernen ist wichtig!  Ja wohl!--learning German is important. Why learn German?  Germans make up 

the largest single heritage group in the United States; they have had an enormous influence on the development of our 

country in education (Margarethe Schurz,) science (Einstein and von Braun,) commerce (Roebling, Amman, and Boe-

ing,) to name a few, and they, our number one trading partner, are currently supporting most of the European Union 

economically.  In addition, German is the most widely spoken language in Europe, the second most widely used lan-

guage on the Internet, and the second most commonly used scientific language.  Middle school German students are 

learning skills that will provide the ground work for the continued study of their second language and for their future.  

“Most surveyed companies would choose someone with German literacy over an equally qualified candidate who does 

not know German.” –W. Kraft. 

 Sixth grade German students in the middle school have made a successful transition from the FLES program in 

the elementary schools to their new target language.  They have learned how to talk about themselves, their friends and 

family members and how to describe them.  They can converse about their age and their birthday, where they live, how 

they feel, the weather, the calendar, and they can successfully solve number problems in mathematics.  They know how 

to talk about items in the classroom, and they can discuss subjects that make up their schedule at school.  Practice 

makes perfect, and a variety of games including spinning dice, jeopardy, and others on the Smart Board, bingo compe-

titions, and songs help.  Sixth graders will soon begin a unit on the three mealtimes, including foods for each, and what 

they like and dislike.  In groups, they will create original restaurant skits and present them to the class. 

 The seventh grade classes began the school year with research on German-speaking countries, and after select-

ing the country, city, or state on which they would focus, made brochures.  Each student then showed his or her bro-

chure to the class and described the geographical area, giving some history and mentioning places of interest.  

The subsequent unit was a review of what students had learned in sixth grade.  They took personal identification to the 

next level, working in more depth on describing themselves and their family not only in the spoken word, but also in 

writing.  This was designed to prepare them for an eventual pen pal connection.  Using an instrument most are familiar 

with, they also practiced introducing themselves and discussing a family member on their cell phones (two at a time 

standing in opposite corners of the room) in class.  Of course, their classmates “eavesdropped” on the conversations 

and rated them grammatically correct or incorrect.  

 In the leisure unit, students learned how to identify and discuss hobbies and free time.  They used several types 

of differentiated instruction activities to practice, including pair-share and tic-tac-toe choices.  The finale of the unit was 

the presentation of a Freizeit Buch in which each student illustrated at least seven of his or her free time activities and 

wrote three sentences in German about each.   

 More recently, seventh grade classes completed a unit on school, items in the classroom, subjects, the daily 

schedule, the grading system, and a comparison of schools in this country with the school system in Germany, building 

on the introduction they had in grade six.  Students created their own Stundenplan, showing the weekly schedule and 

classes in German.  The current unit is on weather,  neighboring European countries, and languages spoken in those 

countries.  After mastering vocabulary and expressions, groups of two or three will create a Wetterbericht (weather re-

port) or a Wettervorhersage (weather forecast) in German which will be filmed.  

 Eighth graders began this school year with a unit on clothing and shopping for articles of clothing.  First they 

learned relevant vocabulary and associated grammatical expressions.  Then, they chose a theme for what would be-

come a Modeschau (fashion show.)   There were announcer/organizers, fashion critics, music coordinators, and student 

models.  Each student had to write a monologue describing who or what he/she was and the clothes worn.  The critic 

would then comment on the outfit.  After several rehearsals, the fashion show took place in the auditorium with cam-

eras rolling.  The classes then previewed the film, and evaluated their collective work. 

                (continued) 



SPOTLIGHT ON  

The world language department 

Deutsch Lernen ist Wichtig!  Ja Wohl!  

 The next unit covered party-planning, special events in this country as well as in Germany, and locations for a 

party, including a house or apartment.  There were two projects resulting from the unit.  The first was a cartoon con-

taining conversations about plans for a party or the party itself.  Students created original cartoon strips with their own 

illustrations, and filled the “talk bubbles.” 

 For the second project, students could choose from among several different Tic-Tac-Toe activities. The object 

was to show in some form rooms of a house or apartment, furniture contained there, associated verbs, and grammatical 

constructions.  Some chose to create a house and label rooms and their contents, others made web diagrams, and still 

others created Power Point home tours.  The variety and choice of activities made the project a great success. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 Eighth graders recently completed a study of the kinds of movies, theater, and other forms of entertainment 

that are popular in Germany, learning how to express likes and dislikes.  They also learned what young people in Ger-

many must do at home, and how those typical household tasks are expressed in German.  To follow will be two final 

topics:  health and welfare, and travel.   

 Was machen wir sonst noch? What else do we do?  We have a large, very active German Club which meets at 

least twice a month in the morning.  (During pre-Sprachfest weeks, it is almost daily.)  Our co-presidents this year are 

Robert Brosnan, Morgan Herrmann, and Anna Schaubeck.  Our aim is to provide students of German an opportunity 

to experience the language and culture outside the classroom.  We show German-language films, invite guest speakers, 

plan trips and other events, celebrate customs and holidays, (and enjoy German pastries!) 

 In September, we marched in the Annual German-American Steuben Parade held in New York City.  The pa-

rade commemorates not only the Prussian general who helped George Washington organize his army of patriots and 

who helped found the military academy at West Point, but also all Americans of German descent who have contributed 

to our country.  Both parent volunteers and students marched in this year’s parade, which was carried live on PBS.

 In October, the eighth grade classes and club members participated 

in the German-American Flag Raising Ceremony in Mineola to celebrate 

German-American Friendship Week.  Each year this event is attended by 

German-American dignitaries, including the ambassador or consul general 

of the Federal Republic of Germany, New York State Supreme Court Justice 

Ute Wolff Lally, and many others.  Our co-presidents impressed the crowd 

with their speeches in German. 

                   

         

  

                           (continued)



SPOTLIGHT ON  

The world language department 

Deutsch Lernen ist Wichtig!  Ja Wohl!  

 In November, volunteers from eighth (and sometimes seventh) grade German help their teacher introduce the 

German program to fifth graders at the Stewart and Stratford Elementary Schools.   This year we had ten “teacher assis-

tants” who played games, taught mini lessons, and talked about our club activities. 

 December was a busy month for club members.  On the 6th, the club traditionally celebrates Sankt Nickolaus.  

Following a centuries-old custom, students place one of their shoes outside the classroom door.  If they have been brav, 

the shoe will be filled with candies.  If, however, they have been böse, they will find coal.  This year Nickolaus arrived a 

day early, and apparently everyone had been brav!  On December 17, ninety-one club members and parents traveled to 

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania for the day.  There, they toured the Historic German-Moravian Settlement established in 1741.  

Afterward, they visited the Christkindlmarkt to experience an American version of the holiday markets in German-

speaking countries.  During the last club meeting in December, the club had its Marzipanfest.  More than forty-five stu-

dents wore sterile gloves and created candy fruit, good luck pigs, pickles, and a variety of other items from portions of 

marzipan decorated with food coloring and cloves to add to their family’s holiday baked goods.   

 

 

 

 

 

  
  

  

  

 During the months of  January and February, seventh and eighth graders worked diligently on their competi-

tions for this year’s annual Sprachfest.  In the past, Garden City German students have done very well, topping all other 

middle schools with the majority of first and second place prizes.  As of this writing, we expect to maintain our record; 

our teams are already in terrific shape!   In addition, we have twelve sixth graders who are working with professional 

German dancers Herr und Frau Hugel.  They will perform a Maypole Dance at the Sprachfest this year.  Deutsch lernen 

macht Spass! 

 Total Physical Response  

 Total Physical Response (TPR) is used with much success in world languages classes in  order to test recall, dif-

ferentiate instruction, and conduct ongoing assessment.  TPR is where students provide non-verbal responses to a 

teacher verbal prompt.  Students are trained from early on, particularly when it comes time to learn vocabulary.  For 

example, when studying the weather, each weather condition is accompanied by a physical gesture.  When studying 

adjectives, adjectives using the left hand are male singular and those using the right hand are feminine singular.  TPR is 

also used to informally assess student understanding by using  “thumbs up” or  “thumbs down.”  A favorite TPR activ-

ity is the game “Simon Says.” Students participate with their eyes closed and they use their body parts.  After explain-

ing the verbal prompts to the students, they are to then close their eyes and respond accordingly by pointing to the cor-

rect Simon Says prompt.  The basic rules of the game apply.  If the teacher doesn’t say “Simon Says,” but the students 

react, they are out.   

 TPR can be used in a variety of ways.  It is an excellent, inductive way to teach long lists of vocabulary, assess 

students informally, and differentiate instruction by addressing the auditory learner in a non-threatening way. 



SPOTLIGHT ON  

The world language department 

Eighth Grade Students Learn Shopping Skills in Spanish 

                      Students in Señora Porter’s eighth grade classes spent the month of December acquiring the necessary vo-

cabulary and skills needed to go shopping in a Spanish speaking country. They learned the vocabulary words for dif-

ferent clothing, materials of which clothing is made, European sizes, and they learned about the euro. Señora Porter 

also taught her students about Spain’s largest department store, El Corte Inglés. They learned that Spain’s largest de-

partment store sells everything from  clothes, jewelry, toys and food to electronics, appliances, and theater tickets. Ho-

tel and airline reservations can also be made through the department store’s travel agency!  Students worked in pairs 

and wrote a conversation between a customer and a clerk in a typical Spanish store about buying a holiday present for 

a friend. All of the skits were videotaped.  The aim of this project was to develop the listening, speaking, reading, and 

writing skills of the students in Spanish and help to prepare them for an authentic Spanish conversation. It also helped 

to prepare the students for the speaking part of the assessment exam which will be administered in May. 

Eighth Grade French Students Visit À La Carte Cooking School 

 Mr. Strauzer’s eighth grade students recently enjoyed a hands on, gastronomical experience when they visited 

À La Carte Cooking School in Lynbrook.  Students were divided into five work stations, told to appoint a group leader, 

given a safety demonstration, and then were directed to “get to work.”  They prepared authentic dishes such as tuna 

niçoise, dessert crèpes, pissalidières (a cheese less, pizza-type dish 

served in Nice), poulet suprème in a fine herb sauce, and gougères 

(cheese puffs).  Each student had a particular task to follow and 

worked successfully and collaboratively.  Upon completion, the 

dishes were displayed in buffet style, and students were able to enjoy 

the “scrumptious rewards” of their hard labor!  When they returned 

to class the next day, their job was to write a  thank you note in 

French to the cooking school, a skill they must achieve according to 

New York State Second Language Learning Standards.  Everyone 

had a great time.  A job “très bien fait.” 

 

Using Tic-Tac-Toe to Differentiate Instruction  

 Playing Tic Tac Toe can be fun and educational!  There are many variations to using this activity in the 

classroom.  For example, Spanish classes have been working on differentiated project-based assessments for a unit on 

adjectives. Students received a Tic-TacToe menu board. The menu board allows students to choose any three assign-

ments in a row. The assignments could be chosen in any vertical, horizontal or diagonal sequence. Students completed 

artistic, as well as written tasks. For example, students created picture flashcards, letters and crossword puzzles to 

name a few.  

In addition, students in Italian classes could also choose a Tic-Tac-Toe board as a project-based assessment.  For 

a  unit on adjectives and the verb “essere” (to be),  students will create a Tic-Tac-Toe board with various activities in 

each box from which students can choose.  As in the aforementioned activity, students would have to  choose three ac-

tivities from the boxes either going across, vertically, or diagonally.  Each box will consist of a different activity, such as 

creating an acronym, a word scramble, a word search, a crossword puzzle, writing a “Who Am I” paragraph, creating 

flash cards on vocabulary terms, or writing sentences using the verb “to be.” 

        This project is enjoyable for the students and also  gives them the autonomy to make their own selections and  

gives them more responsibility and accountability for their learning.  They must manage their time and select options 

that will help them reach their full potential.  The activities will range from easy to more challenging.  



SPOTLIGHT ON  

The world language department 

Spanish and Latin Cuisine – Prepared to Perfection!  
 Students in SeñoraLinardos’, SeñoraPorter’s, and Señora Scarola’s eighth 

grade Spanish classes utilized their newly–acquired cooking skills at a  La Carte 

Culinary School this past fall while being immersed in the Spanish and Latin 

culture.  A La Carte is a unique cooking school and culinary service center lo-

cated in Lynbrook, New York. Students were organized into cooking teams that 

worked alongside one another to delve into the Spanish and Latin world. This 

hands-on cooking class at A La Carte is a rewarding and effective way to pro-

mote team-building as they learn first-hand about Spanish and Latin cuisine.  

 The students took such pride in their culinary dishes! They prepared delicious dishes of the Hispanic world. 

They hand-rolled traditional Mexican flour tortillas using a rolling pin and then pressed them with a tortilla press.  

They then added cheese and turned the tortillas into quesadillas which are very common throughout Latin America as 

well as the United States.  Pico de Gallo was prepared by precisely chopping tomatoes, onions, and jalapeño peppers.  

The term pico de gallo is Spanish for "rooster's beak,”  as it was historically eaten with the thumb and forefinger, and 

retrieving and eating the condiment resembled the actions of a pecking rooster.  The popular dish of mashed avocados, 

guacamole, was prepared in a molcajete, a stone tool that is traditionally made of volcanic rock. The traditional Mexican 

version of the mortar and pestle tool used for grinding various food products, the molcajete was originally used by the 

Aztecs and Mayas.  A traditional Spanish tortilla de patata was exquisitely prepared by the students. Unlike the Mexican 

tortilla, the Spanish tortilla is a thick flat omelet composed of eggs, onions, and potatoes.  It is prepared as one big ome-

let and then cut into bite size portions called tapas.  Tapas are small plates of food or appetizers that can be served either 

hot or cold.  Paella de Pollo y Chorizo was prepared using saffron-flavored rice in a pan known as a paella.   Saffron is a 

spice that comes from the stigma of the purple crocus plant.  The saffron adds a wonderful flavor and beautiful color to 

this traditional Spanish dish.  The Spanish chorizo (sausage) uses dried, smoked pork whereas the Mexican chorizo 

uses fresh pork.   

 The class trip to A La Carte culminated with the students and staff partaking of the traditional Spanish and 

Latin meal prepared by the students. Our students have many talents!  Food Network, watch out! 

Una “Visita” al Museo Del Prado 

 As part of a unit on leisure activities, eighth grade Spanish students in Señora Linardos’ classes discussed tele-

vision programs, movies, concerts, theater, and museums in the target language.  Students were introduced to world 

famous Spanish and Latin American artists. Some of the artists that were explored include: Diego Velázquez, El Greco, 

Francisco de Goya, Pablo Picasso, Salvador Dalí, Diego Rivera, Frida Kahlo and Fernando Botero.   

 Students were transported to Madrid, Spain via the internet utilizing Google Earth and the Smart Board, to em-

bark on a virtual visit to the El Prado museum. El Museo del Prado is considered one of the most important art muse-

ums in the world.  El Prado contains Spanish paintings, which represent one of Spain’s greatest contributions to world 

cultures, as well as other masterpieces by Bosch, Durer, Rafael, Tiziano, Tintoretto and Rubens. 

 Using the log-in procedures prepared by their teacher Señora Linardos, students logged into El Museo del 

Prado’s website to view first-hand some of the classical Spanish paintings that are housed at the world-famous mu-

seum.  Students were able to search the title, painter, and date of completion of each painting. In addition, they learned 

about each artist’s painting technique and a short history of the painting in the target language. Using earphones, they 

listened to audio guides for the paintings in the target language. They also viewed the paintings using Google Earth. 

  It was a very rewarding experience for the students and for their teacher, who enjoyed the students’ enthusi-

asm and sense of satisfaction in utilizing their newly-acquired Spanish language skills on an authentic website while 

exploring, viewing and learning about such a significant part of the Spanish culture. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thumb
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forefinger
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rooster
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stone_tool
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mexico
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mortar_and_pestle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aztec
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maya_civilization
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                              Math Research Club Fields Largest Group Ever 

 On Friday, March 2, twenty-nine members of the Math Research Club will be competing in the prestigious 

Long Island Math Fair.  This represents the largest number of participants that the middle school has ever entered in 

this competition.  Each participating student has completed a math-related research project that they will present to a 

panel of judges during the math fair.  They will be judged against a group of their peers from other school districts 

throughout Long Island.  If selected by the judges, students will move on to round two of the fair, which takes place in 

April.  All students that make it to the second round are guaranteed to receive a minimum of a bronze medal. 

Welcome Fifth Graders! 

 During the month of February, Garden City Middle School was thrilled to welcome 

the 321 fifth graders for 13 “Buddy Days.”  Each day began with a short welcome by one of 

the Guidance Counselors followed by the pairings of each fifth grader with a “buddy” sixth 

grader.  The sixth graders were very excited to escort their buddy to two classes and share 

conversation and food during the sixth grade lunch period.  The visit ended with a debriefing 

of the morning and a question/answer period with the guidance counselor.  The fifth graders 

enjoyed visiting the classes and even got to participate and sometimes take a test.  They loved the food offerings and 

expressed enthusiasm about their visit.  We look forward to having them join our middle school family in September.   

Differentiation in Speech-Language Therapy 

The focus of school-based speech-language pathologists is the communication abilities of students. The school-

based speech-language pathologist’s goal is to evaluate, diagnose and treat speech, language, and cognitive-

communication disorders within the educational environment via pull-out or push-in therapy. Differentiation of activi-

ties and information is essential when trying to support learning within the curriculum. Some ways a speech-language 

therapist may use differentiation in therapy include:  

Deliver the curriculum using language focused techniques or approaches 

Change the sequence and progression of the content 

Build in opportunities for frequent repetition of material 

Reduce the number of secondary tasks required within an activity to focus on the key information 

Develop curriculum based themes to facilitate reinforcement and generalization 

Provide students with various memory strategies to improve short and long-term recall.  

Make the middle school student aware of his/her speech/language deficits so that he/she can advocate for 

him or herself in their classroom environment.  

Eighth Grade Students Begin Research Project 
 Students in  Ms. Sheehan,  Ms. Vitucci,  and Ms. DeCillis’ classes  have started a research paper project that con-

nects the experiences of A.T. Stewart, the founder of Garden City, and immigrates of the late 1800s to the present.  Stu-

dents are learning about how their local history and how it relates to global trends.   

 Some students will be using www.easybib.com for the first time to record notes and sources.  This is a tool that 

is used by students at the high school as well.  Introducing middle school students to this tool will not only help assist 

in their transition to the high school but will also help to further develop their research and writing skills.  

 

https://newman.gcufsd.net/owa/redir.aspx?C=10c86aaf46db47dba058cd7c6f5d95a0&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.easybib.com
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Ms. Biondi’s Art Corner   

 During the month of March, the Fine Arts Department of the Garden City Middle School will be participat-

ing in three outstanding exhibitions.  

 Emma Phillipas and Julia Gavalas, from Mrs. Lori Biondi’s seventh grade art class, have been chosen to 

showcase their artwork at the 22nd Annual Legislative Student Art Exhibition hosted by New York State Art 

Teacher’s Association (NYSATA).  The exhibition will take place from March 12 to March 16, 2012. The opening re-

ception will be held on Wednesday, March 14 from 12:30 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. in the “Well" Area of the Legislative Of-

fice Building in Albany, New York.  Students worked on their art projects in Mrs. Biondi’s art class.  Their pieces 

were inspired by Medieval Art and the history of the Book of Kells and Art of Illumination. Students focused on creat-

ing an illuminate letter using fundamental elements of art, such as, color, value, and space. They learned how to 

incorporate a Celtic knot design to personalize their artwork. Students worked painstakingly to demonstrate the 

advanced use of color pencil blending and watercolor techniques throughout their piece. To finish their work, they 

applied black and gold ink for the illuminating effect.  This lesson allowed them to understand the importance of 

illuminated manuscript and its beauty in the history of art as well as the connection in Irish cultural history. The 

understanding of history and its connection and motivation in art is inspiring to all students.  
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 Adelphi University will be hosting the 8th Annual Nassau All-County Art Exhibition. The exhibition will 

take place on Sunday, March 18, 2012  from 12:00 noon to 4:00 p.m. at Adelphi University’s Ruth S. Harley Univer-

sity Center. The following students will be participating and exhibiting their artwork: From Mrs. Biondi’s art class: 

Grade 8 – Jillian Dane, Keyin Lu, Matthew Moran; From Mr. Fediw’s art class: Grade 8 – Owen Lucano, Matthew 

Chmil, Antoinette Nicholas; From Mr. Wilkonski’s art class: Grade 8 – Danielle Kelly, Sarah Couture, Andy Trzeciak 

  Twenty seventh grade students from Mrs. Biondi’s art class have also been selected to exhibit in the Garden 

City Historical Society’s Seventh Annual Children’s Juried Art Contest, “Schools of Garden City.” The Society will 

be hosting a reception for the participants and their families on Sunday, March 25 from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. at the 

Garden City Historical Society Museum located at 109 Eleventh Street in Garden City. Artwork will also be on dis-

play from March 25 to April 1 from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. 

Fostering Relationships in Homebase  

 Students in Mrs. Pollack's eighth grade homebase and Mrs. Beovich's sixth grade 

Home and Careers class joined together to observe test tubes containing various amounts of 

sugars and fats found in different foods that they may consume daily. Students were surprised 

at their observations and discussed their reactions together. The activity was created to foster 

positive peer/mentor relationships between students in the upper and lower grades. 

Julia Gavalas 

Title: The Rose of Kells 

Medium: Colored Pencil, Watercolor, Black and Gold Ink 

 

Emma Philippas 

Title: Celtic Gold 

Medium: Colored Pencil, Watercolor, Black and Gold Ink 


